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1. Introduction 
The purpose of the present paper is to generalize a substantial part 
of the theory of metamathematical ideals and varieties as presented in 
Chapters 7 and 8 of RoBINSON [l ]. 
In [l] a domain Jo is called disjunctive with respect to a set K of axioms 
iffor any X~, X2 inJothere exists a sentence XinJo such that [X1 V X2]-X 
is deducible from K. A conjunctive domain may be defined analogously. 
The ideal theory for disjunctive domains is of a particularly transparent 
nature, as is shown in [l] 
One may now raise the following question: Consider a domain J 0 which 
is not necessarily a disjunctive domain with respect to K, but which 
contains a subset D which is such a domain with respect to K. What 
relation should there be between D and Jo to ensure that Jo behaves as 
if it were itself disjunctive? 
We do not here present a complete solution to this problem. We do, 
however, give a condition on D and Jo such that practically all of the 
theory as developed by Robinson carries over to these more general 
domains. 
2. Domains with dense kernel 
Let K and J o be sets of sentences in a language L of the lower predicate 
calculus. 
Definition l. The set D will be called a dense kernel of Jo (with 
respect to K) if and only if D is a subset of Jo such that the following 
condition holds: if J 1 and J 2 are any two ideals in J o over K such that 
J1 C J2, then there exists an X ED such that X E J2 n O(J1). If the set D 
is a conjunctive (disjunctive) domain with respect to K, Jo will be called 
a domain with dense conjunctive (disjunctive) kernel, abbreviated dck (ddk). 
We note that any domain Jo has a dense kernel, namely Jo itself. Hence 
the notion of a domain with dck (ddk) is a proper generalization of the 
notion of a conjunctive (disjunctive) domain. The following is a simple 
but fundamental theorem about domains with dense kernel: 
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Theorem 1. Let Jo be a domain with dense kernel D and let J be 
an ideal in Jo over K. 
Then J = (J n D). 
Proof. It is clear that (J n D) C J. If (J n D) were properly contained 
in J the definition of D would imply the existence of an X E J n D n 
n C((J n D)), which is obviously a contradiction. Therefore J = (J n D). 
We shall now describe a construction by which a dense kernel can be 
selected from the elements of any domain and which will usually yield 
a kernel which is a proper subset of the domain. Let {J ,.} be the set of 
all ideals in J o over K and let A,. be the set of all possible bases of the 
ideal J,.. Using the axiom of choice (if necessary) we select one base B"' 
from every set A,. and form the union B = U B"'. It is easy to see that 
a 
B is a dense kernel of Jo. For let J1 and J2 be ideals such that J 1 C J 2. 
Then the base selected for J2 must contain at least one element not in h 
and therefore there exists an X E B n J 2 n C(J1). 
3. Domains with dense conjunctive kernel 
The construction of the set B in the previous section can be carried 
one step further to render a new domain with dck. Given any subset 
A of Jo, we denote by AA the set of sentences obtained from A by the 
repeated use of the operation of conjunction, including the sentences 
originally in A. Let B be the set specified above and put J&Al =Jo u BA. 
Theorem 2. J&A) is a domain with dck BA. 
Proof. It is obvious that BA is a conjunctive domain which is a 
subset of J&Al. Let J1 and J2 be two ideals in J&Al over K such that 
J1 C J2. Consider the two ideals J1' =J1 n Jo and J2' =J2 n Jo in Jo. If 
J1' C J2' then an element X of the base of J 2' lies outside J 1' and it is 
clear that X E BAn J2 n C(h). Suppose that J1' =J2'. Then J 2-J1 must 
consist entirely of elements of B\ and hence there exists an X E BA n 
n J2 n C(J1). 
We propose to investigate the connection between ideals in J 0 and in 
J&Al, but a few general remarks will be in order (cf. RoBINSON [1], 
section 7.3). 
Let K, Jo and Jo* be three sets of sentences in L such that J 0 C J 0* 
and let C and C* be, respectively, the classes of all ideals in J 0 and in 
Jo* over K. Concerning the relations between C and C* we observe the 
following: Let J be any ideal in J 0 • We denote by J* the set of sentences 
of Jo* which are deducible from K u J, J* =S(K u J) n Jo*. J* is an 
ideal in J 0* and will be called the closure of J in J 0 *. Conversely, if J' is 
any ideal inC* then J' n J 0 is an ideal in Jo. If h' and h' are two different 
ideals in J 0*, we may find that nevertheless the corresponding ideals 
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J1=h' n Jo and J2=J2' n Jo are equal. But if J* is the closure of J EO 
in J 0*, then J =J* n Jo. Thus the closure J* of J is minimal in the set 
of all ideals J' E 0* such that J =J' n J 0 • If 0* satisfies the maximum 
(minimum) condition, so does 0. It is, however, not generally true that 
i:~ the maximum (minimum) condition is satisfied in 0 then it is satisfied 
also in 0*. It is true for two particular choices of 0*' namely Q!A) and o<v)' 
to be considered below. 
Denote by Q<A> the set of all ideals in J~A> over K. The relationship 
between 0 and Q<A> is established by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let J<A> be any ideal in Q<Al and let J =J<A> n Jo. Then 
J<A> is the closure of J in J~A>. 
Proof. Suppose that J* is the closure of J in J~A>. Then J* C J<AJ 
and we have to prove only the converse inclusion. Suppose that J<A> 
contains an element X which lies outside J*. Then X must lie outside J 0 
and hence it is a conjunction of elements from B. Consequently every 
one of the conjuncts must lie in Jo and hence in J. But then X must 
lie in J*, contrary to assumption. Thus we have proved that J* =J<A>. 
Every ideal in O<A> is the closure of its intersection with Jo. Therefore 
we have established a 1- l correspondence between the ideals of 0 and 
those of Q<AJ, J ~ J!AJ, such that J 1 C J 2 for any two ideals J 1 and J 2 in 0 
if and only if J~A> C J<;> for the corresponding ideals in Q<AJ. It follows 
that Q<A> satisfies the maximum (minimum) condition if and only if 0 
satisfies the same condition. 
One gets a particular case of the theory of this section if one chooses 
the bases B,. in such a way that B=Jo, and hence J'oA>=J~. In that 
case our results reduce to those of RoBINSON [l ], beginning of section 7 .3. 
4. Domains with dense disjunctive kernel 
Let, again, K and Jo be arbitrary sets of sentences in L and let the 
set B be constructed as before. If A is any subset of Jo, we denote by 
Av the set of sentences obtained from A by the repeated use of the 
operation of disjunction, including the sentences of A. J'ov>=Jo u Bv. 
Theorem 4. J~v> is a domain with ddk Bv. 
Proof. The proof is entirely analogous to that of theorem 2. 
Denote by Q(v) the set of all ideals in J&v> over K. Concerning the 
connection between 0 and o<~> we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. The maximum condition holds in Q<v> if and only if it 
holds in C. 
Proof. That the maximum condition in o<v> implies the maximum 
condition in 0 is clear from previous remarks. Suppose that o<v> does not 
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satisfy the maximum condition. Then it does not satisfy the ascending 
chain condition. Hence we may select a sequence of elements {Y1, Y2, ... } 
from Jhvl in such a way that the ideals Jlcvl = (Y1, ... , Yk) in J&vl 
constitute an ascending chain with the property that for any positive 
integer k there exists an integer m > k such that Jlcvl is a proper subset 
of J';:/ Every Yi is either a sentence of J 0 or a sentence of the form 
where the X~l belong to B. From the set of X1il and Yi E J 0 an infinite 
subset Y 1 *, Y 2 *, . . . can be selected such that in the ascending chain of 
ideals J 1* C, J2* C ... an infinite number are different from one another, 
where Jn*=(Y1*, ... , Yn*) is the ideal generated by Y1*, ... , Yn* in Jo 
over K. (A description of how this selection can be effected is found 
in RoBINSON [1], proof of theorem 7.3.1.) Hence 0 does not satisfy the 
maximum condition, and the proof is completed. 
When B =Jo, our results reduce to those of Robinson in section 7.3 of [1 ]. 
5. Ideal theory in domains with ddk 
In this section we shall assume that Jo is a domain with ddk D. 
Theorem 6. For arbitrary ideals J, hand J2 inJo over K the following 
distributive laws hold-
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
[(J, h), (J, J2)] = (J, [J1, J2]) 
([J, Jl], [J, J2]) = [J, (Jb J2)]. 
Proof. We first prove (6.1). It is easily seen that the right hand 
side of ( 6.1) is contained in the left hand side. Let X be any element 
ofthe ideal [(J, J1), (J, J2)]. Then both K u J u .ld- X and K uJ U J2 f- X 
are true. Since J1=(h n D) and J2=(J2 n D), (theorem 1), there exist 
elements y!, ... ' y m E J 1 n D and zb ... ' Zn E J 2 n D such that K u J f-
f- Y1 1\ ... 1\ Y m =:>X and K U J f- Z1/\ ... 1\ Zn =:>X. Therefore K U J f-
f- [Y1 1\ .•. 1\ Y m] V [Z1 1\ ... 1\ Zn] =:>X and hence, by the rules of the 
propositional calculus, K u J f- [Y1 V Z1] /\ [Y1 V Z2] /\ ... 1\ [Yi V Z,] 
/\ ... 1\ [Y m V Zn] =>X. But all sentences [Yi V z,] are deducible from both 
J 1 and J 2 • Since D is disjunctive with respect to K there exist sentences 
xij in D such that K f- xij- [Yi v z,]. It is obvious that xij E J1 and 
xij E J2, i= 1, ... , m; j = 1, ... , n, and therefore xij E [J1, J2]- This proves 
that X is deducible from K u J u [J1, J2] and hence belongs to 
(J, [J1, J 2 ]). And now (6.2). Suppose that X E [J, (h, J2)]. Thus, there 
exist sentences xl, ... , xk EJ n D, yl, ... , y m EJ1 n D and Z1, ... , Zn E 
E J2 n D such that 
and 
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Hence we have 
and 
K 1- [XI/\ ... 1\ Xk] V [YI/\ ... 1\ Y m 1\ ZII\ ... 1\ Zn] 'J X 
K 1- [XIV YI] 1\ ..• 1\ [Xi V YJ] 1\ ... 1\ [Xk V Y m] 1\ [XIV ZI] f, 
..• 1\ [Xi V Z1] 1\ .•• 1\ [Xk V Zn] 'J X. 
Since D is disjunctive there exist sentences Yii such that K 1- Yii = 
= [XiVYJ], i=1, ... ,k; j=1, ... ,m, and sentences Zii such that 
K 1- Zii =[Xi V ZJ], i= 1, ... , k; j= 1, ... , n. Then K 1- Yn/\ ... 1\ Ykm 1\ 
1\ Znl\ ... 1\ Zkn J X, where yij E [J, JI] and zij E [J, J2]; so X is an 
element of ([J, JI], [J, J2]). Denote the left hand side of (6.2) by J'. 
Since [J, JI] C J and [J, J2] C J, we have J' C J. Also [J, JI] C JI and 
[J, J2] C J2 and so J' C (JI, J2). Hence J' C [J, (JI, J2)], completing the 
proof of (6.2.). 
Theorem 7. Let BI CD and B2 CD be bases fortwoideals,JI andJ2, 
respectively. For every yi E BI and zj E B2 determine a sentence xij ED 
such that [Yi V Z1] = Xii is deducible from K. Then the set B= {Xii} 
constitutes a basis for [J~, J2]. 
Theorem 8. A necessary and sufficient condition for an ideal J to be 
irreducible is that for any X, XI and x2 ED such that K 1- [XI v X2] = 
=X, X E J entails that at least one of the two sentences XI or x2 belongs to J. 
Proofs. The corresponding proofs in RoBINSON [1] (theorems 7.4.5 
and 7.4.6) can be rewritten, occasionally changing an occurrence of the 
symbol Jo into a D. 
Theorem 9. If J is an ideal such that K u J is a complete set then J 
is irreducible. 
Proof. (A set A of sentences is called complete if and only if for 
every sentence X which is defined in A -i.e. whose relations and individuals 
all occur in the sentences of A -either A 1- X or A 1- "'X). RoBINSON [2] 
announced the following lemma: Given a complete set A and two sentences 
XI and X2 such that all relations and individuals which are common 
to XI and X2 occur in the sentences of A and such that XIV X2 is 
deducible from A, then we have that either XI or X2 (or both) is (are) 
deducible from E. Choosing A= K u J, theorem 9 follows from this 
lemma and theorem 8. 
We notice that theorems 7.4.7-7.4.13 of RoBINSON [1] hold also in 
the more general case of a domain with ddk instead of a disjunctive 
domain and that the first four of these hold even in arbitrary domains. 
We conclude this section by proving generalizations of Robinson's 
theorems 7.4.14 and 7.4.15. 
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Theorem 9. Let J<vl be an irreducible ideal m J&vl and let 
J =J<vl li Jo. Then J(V) is the closure of J in J&vl. 
Proof. Since any sentence which can be deduced from K u J can 
also be deduced from K u J<vl, it is clear that J<vl includes the closure 
of J in J&vl. Suppose that X is any element of'J<vl. Since J&vl=Jo u Bv, 
X EJo or X= [Y1 V ... V Y1c], Yi E B, i=1, ... , k. 
If X E Jo then X E J and therefore X lies in the closure of J. If 
X= [Y1 V ... V Y1c] the repeated application of theorem 8 shows that at 
least one of the Y i belongs to J o and hence to J. Since Y i ::> X is a theorem 
of the propositional calculus, it then follows that X belongs to the closure 
of J in J&vl. Accordingly J<vl is included in the closure of J in J&vl. Thus, 
every irreducible ideal in J&vl is the closure of an ideal in J 0• 
Theorem 10. Suppose that Jo satisfies the maximum condition and 
let J be an irreducible ideal in J 0 and let J<vl be the closure of J in J&vl. 
Then J<vl is irreducible. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Robinson's theorem 7.4.15. , 
We leave to the reader the task of stating and proving a suitable 
generalization of RoBINSON [1], theorem 7.5.2 and of verifying that the 
metamathematical theory of varieties with respect to a disjunctive domain 
(which is dual to the theory of ideals in a disjunctive domain-[1], sections 
8.1 and 8.2) can be generalized to domains with ddk. 
6. An example 
We have already mentioned examples of domains with ddk, namely 
the sets J&vl. In this section we shall show how the consideration of a 
certain class of rings leads in a natural way to domains with ddk. 
Rings with dense quasi-centre are introduced by VAN DER WALT [3]. 
The quasi-centre of a general ring R is the set Q of all elements a E R 
with the following property: for all elements u, v E R there exist elements 
u', v' E R such that au= u' a and va = av'. The quasi-centre Q of R is called 
dense if and only if the following condition is satisfied: given any two 
arithmetical ideals J * (1) and J * (2) in R such that J * <1> C J * <2> there exists 
an a E Q li J * (2) li O(J * (1>). For a ring R with dense quasi-centre Q the 
following result can be proved: If P * is a prime arithmetical ideal in 
R then Q li O(P *) is a multiplicatively closed system. Hence, if (0) is a 
prime ideal in R, (i.e. if R is a prime ring), then the sentence E(ab, 0) -
= [E(a, 0) V E(b, 0)] holds for all elements a, bE Q. 
Now let M be a prime ring with dense quasi-centre Q and let K* be 
the set of sentences consisting of the set of axioms KR for a general ring 
together with all sentences of the form E(ab, 0) ::> [E(a, 0) V E(b, 0)], where 
a and b are elements of Q such that ab =1 0. D+(M) is the positive diagram 
of M and K =K* u D+(M). Then M is a model of K. It is easy to see 
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that the sentence E(ab, 0) = [E(a, 0) V E(b, 0)] can be deduced from K 
for all a, b E Q. 
Let Jo be the set of all sentences E(a, 0), a EM, and let D be the subset 
of Jo which corresponds to Q under the 1-1 function f: Jo--+ M such that 
E(a, 0) ~a, i.e. E(a, 0) ED if and only if a E Q. It is easy to see that 
D is a ddk of J o with respect to K, since every ideal in J o over K 
corresponds to an arithmetical ideal in M under f and Q is dense in M. 
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